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To Regulate or not to Regulate?

• Reasons for Regulation;
– Prevent Excessive Pricing!
– In the case of MNOs, retail customers do not completely factor in 

the price paid by those who call them when deciding which MNO 
to subscribe to –

• there exists a CPP externality between subscribers and those who call them

• But for a common economic group (e.g. a household or a company), this 
externality is internalised

– Ability to Solve Disputes 

• Reasons not to Regulate;
– IC Revenues are Important – Especially in the First Years
– Regulation is Expensive Per Se – Only last solution



How to Regulate

• Reciprocal or Asymmetry?
– New entrant will have no revenues when launching – need 

customer base to be competitive
– The Operator “3” in Europe launched in 2003. 

• “Un-regulated” in two countries 
• Allowed [substantially – up to +90%] higher regulated termination 

rates in four countries

• Cost Based or not?
– The least burdensome remedy should be used – other means 

available, e.g. competition law re. excessive pricing



EU Comparison

• EU Average Interconnection Charges for Call 
Termination on Mobile Networks
– July 2004 14.58 €cent (19.81 UScent*)

– Oct 2005 12.53 €cent (17.03 UScent*)

– Oct 2006 11.40 €cent (15.49 UScent*)

• Majority of MNO launched in mid-1990
• When Imposing Cost Based Regulation

– Sliding Scale Decrease
– New Entrants Allowed Higher Starting Point or in some countries 

not regulated at all

*ECB Exchange reference rate Sept 5 (1.3588)



Why regulate Mobile termination rates (MTR)?

• 2 important reasons why, if and when regulating 
MTR a sliding scale adjustment period should 
be adopted:

– MNOs compete for customers and this means that profits 
earned from a high termination price are “given away” through 
lower customer facing prices

– Some retail prices may be un-remunerative taken in isolation, 
since MNOs need to grow the network quickly so that it 
reaches a scale where prices become remunerative



Why would termination prices be 
different in different countries? (1)

• Externality “mobility” benefit to be paid by fixed 
network callers (additional to network externality)
– The subscriber does not have to be near his/her fixed 

phone to be contacted

• Trade-off between mobile retail prices and mobile 
termination rates

– Higher termination rates feed into lower subscriber-facing 
retail prices because:

1) Competitive pressure
2) The need to grow the network in order to reach a scale that is 

profitable



Why would termination prices be 
different in different countries? (2)

Local regulation:
• High transmission costs

– To rent = excessive prices
– To self provide – lower cost but differences in scale 

economies
• Different levels and structure of mobile industry 

taxes & fees (e.g. license; spectrum) imply 
different “cost oriented” retail prices
– (i) one-off; (ii) output related, and (iii) recurring



Why would termination prices be 
different in different countries? (3)

Differences in input costs (labour costs and 
labour productivity; the cost of money)

• Build & OAM costs: 
– MNOs in emerging economies face special 

problems associated with providing power and 
power backup for BTSes. E.g. Hurricanes

– High network build and operating costs:
• Supplier Network engineers and designers are flown in 

on expensive Expat contracts in order to build a 
mobile network

• A similar situation is typical in regard to on-going 
operations



Why would termination prices be 
different in different countries? (4)

Network differences:
• Differences in network architecture
• Differences in network topology
• Differences in calling patterns and call 

statistics – e.g. mean call duration; SMS 
usage



Why would termination prices be 
different in different countries? (5)

Cost calculation ‘problems’:
• Cost of capital in middle and lower income countries is 

controversial
– Cost of the “real option” extinguished
– Risk – especially of “asset stranding”

• Errors in depreciation estimation
– Depreciation models must find an appropriate recovery period given 

the dynamics of the industry characterised by rapid technical change
– If termination rates are regulated according to depreciation periods 

that are too long, investors assets are likely to be stranded



Conclusions:

• Be careful to jump into regulation of MTR – once 
regulated impossible to “unregulate” + severe 
economical impact for operators

• Cost oriented termination prices may be 
substantially different between countries

• NRAs should be able to quantify these differences 
ahead of regulating termination prices

• Where termination prices are regulated a sliding 
scale of reductions is necessary to avoid stranding 
MNO assets


